Praise be to God, prayer and peace be upon the Messenger of Allah and after:

This is research is master's degree from the Faculty of Dawa and Fundamentals of Religion / section of interpretation and Quranic sciences entitled: the great interpretation of the Holy Quran by Imam Muhammad ibn al-Hasan Ibn Asbahaani known Ibn Fork of the first -died in (406)-, bigining of Surat Noah to the end of Surat Al-Nas, study and verification student: Sohaimah bint Mohammed Saeed Mohammed Ahmed Bukhari.

Owing to the nature of the research it was done according to the following plan: divided into two parts:

Section I: The study; consists of two Chapters, Introduction and preface, the introduction, had shown the importance of the book and reasons lead me to verify it, followed by the preface. to reflect the situation of political, social and scientific in the era of the author.

Chapter I: dealing with the talk about the personal life of the author and its scientific detective came encompassing the following:

First topic: his name, alias name, title and kinship, the second topic: the birth and early life and his travels and his ordeal, the third topic: his sheikhs, fourth topic: his disciples, Fifth topic: doctrine and faith, Sixth topic: status of scientific and scholars praise him, Seventh topic: effects, Eighth topic: death.

Chapter II: Definition of the verified book, included the verifying to the name of the book, and the truth of its author, his method, its original sources, its scientific value, revealing some observations on the book and the copy of the book, and describing the verification method.

Section II: Text, followed by the investigator and the conclusion contains the main results, followed by various indexes.

May Allaah bless our Prophet Muhammad and his family, companions and allies.